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A generalization of the definition of the pro-category Pro-I for a category 8 is introduced, 
by taking Grothendieck’s ‘double limit’ formula as the definition of morphisms in Pro-O even 
where the index categories are no longer cofiltered. Using this, a generalized Artin-Mazur com- 
pletion is defined starting with an arbitrary functor K: ‘ST+ 9. It is shown that the shape category 
of K can be identified with a full subcategory of Pro-g. Finally, a ‘rigid’ Artin-Mazur completion 
is obtained by taking %i (resp. K?) to be the category of pointed CW complexes (resp. pointed CW 
complexes which have finite homotopy groups) and pointed continuous maps. 
Introduction 
In [6] we introduced a generalization of Grothendieck’s definition of pro-category 
with a view of establishing a connection, in the broadest possible context, between 
pro-categories and shape categories. Indeed, given a category 8 and a functor 
K: f2-t $8, we introduced a category Pro-%‘, depending only on %, which contains 
the Grothendieck pro-category GPro-Oas a full subcategory, obtained by restricting 
attention to functors F: 1-t f$’ with I cofiltered; and also contains the shape category 
B of K as a full subcategory, obtained by restricting attention to the canonical func- 
tors PO : (D-1 K) + ‘I??, where DE 153 1 and (01 K) is the comma category. Thus [6, 
(0.8)1, 
Y(D,D’) z Pro-@P,, Pot). (1) 
In this paper we turn attention to a different aspect of pro-category theory - a 
generalization of the Artin-Mazur completion. In doing so, we adopt a different 
definition for the generalized pro-category: we take Grothendieck’s ‘double limit’ 
definition (formula (2) in Section 1) as the definition of morphisms in the pro-cate- 
gory even where the index categories (domains of F, G) are no longer cofiltered. This 
definition seems to be more ‘natural’ than the definition introduced in [6], which 
has a rather arbitrary appearance, and this is confirmed by Theorem 1.1 below, 
which establishes an equivalence between the pro-category of 8 and the functor 
category of set valued functors on Q. (Example 1.4 below shows that the two defini- 
tions do not coincide in general.) Moreover, the description of the shape category 
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given by (1) above remains valid with the new definition of pro-category, as shown 
in Section 3. 
In Section 2, to define a generalized Artin-Mazur completion, we start with an 
arbitrary functor K: ‘iY-+ 9. It is then easy to see that K induces 
Pro-K: Pro-g+ Pro-g, GPro-K: GPro-g+ GPro-$8. 
In [2, $31 and [3, p. 951 a left adjoint is constructed to GPro-K, under the hypo- 
thesis that K is a full embedding and, for each D E ) CZJ 1, the comma category (D i K) 
is cofiltered. We now construct, in complete generality, a left adjoint U: Pro- 
g+ Pro-%? to Pro-K and show that, provided that for each DE 191, (DJK) is 
cofiltered, U maps GPro-6@ to GPro-B. Thus no use is made whatsoever of the 
hypothesis that K is a full embedding. For each object F of Pro-g, we define the 
generalized Artin-Mazur completion of F to be the object Pro-K(U(F)) of Pro-g. 
In Section 4 we show that, if K is full and faithful, the generalized Artin-Mazur 
completion coincides with the (generalized) Adams Z-completion [4], where ,Z is the 
family of morphisms of Pro-g such that Pro-g(f, K(G)) is bijective for every G in 
Pro-g. 
In the final section of this paper we apply the concept of a generalized Artin- 
Mazur completion to the problem of constructing a ‘rigid’ Artin-Mazur completion 
for topological spaces. We then show that the rigid Artin-Mazur completion and 
the classical Artin-Mazur completion applied to a CW complex yield isomorphic 
objects in the pro-category corresponding to the homotopy category of CW com- 
plexes having finite homotopy groups. We also establish a connection between the 
rigid Artin-Mazur completion and the Sullivan profinite completion, by proving 
that the Sullivan completion of a CW complex is homotopy equivalent to the space 
obtained by applying to that CW complex the rigid Artin-Mazur completion fol- 
lowed by the Bousfield-Kan homotopy limit functor. 
We note that Hastings has adopted in [9] a different approach in defining a rigid 
Artin-Mazur completion. (An explicit remark with regard to his setting appears at 
the conclusion of Section 5.) 
We observe that the definition of Pro-g, whether or not we elect to confine our- 
selves to functors with cofiltered domains, runs into the usual set-theoretical dif- 
ficulties. To avoid these difficulties, we will work in the context of Grothendieck’s 
theory of universes, as presented in [lo]. Thus, let % be a fixed universe. A set 
which is an element of %! is said to be small. A category g is said to have small 
horn-sets, if the set of morphisms %‘(X, Y) is small for any objects X and Y of E’. 
Finally, a category ~7 is said to be small, if Q has small horn-sets and the set of 
objects I?? of 8 is small. 
1. A generalization of the definition of pro-category 
Let E? be a category which has small horn-sets. Then an object of Pro-67 is a func- 
tor F from an arbitrary variable small category I to E. If F: I- f~‘, G : J-+ ‘t9 are two 
objects of Pro-‘??, then 
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Pro-@&G) = 19 15 ‘@F(i), G(j)). 
jcJ isI 
(2) 
In order to be able to manipulate this rather opaque definition, and in order to 
facilitate the description of the composition of morphisms of Pro-Q, we will trans- 
late (2) into more explicit terms. Thus a morphism from F to G in Pro-%’ is an 
equivalence class 
f:F+G, f = b4(fj)>, 
where @: IJI + 111; for each j~lJ1, ~:F@(j)-tG(j) in g. Moreover, the pair 
(4, (4)) is subject to the condition that, for each morphism r : j+j’ in .Z, the mor- 
phisms G(r) 04 and 4, should be in the same connected component of the comma 
category (FlG(j’)). Finally, the pairs (Q, (4)) and (I,v, (gj)) are declared to be 
equivalent, 
($9 (4)) - (VT (gj)), 
if, for each Jo 111, f/ and gj are in the same connected component of the comma 
category (FL G(j)). 
It is straightforward to verify that ‘- ’ is an equivalence relation, and that the set 
of equivalence classes under this relation does provide an explicit description of the 
double limit set in (2). 
Utilizing this expanded description we may now readily define the composition 
of morphisms: thus, if F:Z+ 59, G: J -+ %, H: K+ g are objects of Pro-E? and 
f = I@, (&)I : F+ G, g = {w, WI : G --t ff, then 
gf = {@w (gk Ofw(k))l. 
Again, it is straightforward to verify that gf is well-defined (that is, show indepen- 
dence of the choice of representatives of f and g), that the pair {@w, (gk 0 fylCkj)} 
satisfies the above condition, and that Pro-E? satisfies the axioms for a category. 
Furthermore, it is clear that Pro-% has small horn-sets. 
Recall [lo, p. 2051 that a category Z is called cofiltered if Z is non-empty and the 
following axioms are satisfied: 
(CF,) Given il, i2 in I, there exist i in Z and morphisms s1 : i + i,, s2 : i + i2 in I. 
(CF,) Given sr, s2 : i -+ i’ in I, there exist iO in Z and t : i, + i such that sr t = s2 t. 
We shall denote by GPro-E? the full subcategory of Pro-E? obtained by restricting 
attention to functors F: I-+ g with Z cofiltered. Thus GPro-E’ is the category of pro- 
objects in S!? in the sense of Grothendieck [1,2]. 
Let Set denote the category of small sets, and let Setg be the category having as 
objects the functors from B to Set and as morphisms the natural transformations. 
Theorem 1.1. For every small category ET, there exists an equivalence of CategOrieS 
S : Pro-E?+ (SetgYP. 
Proof. For each object F: Z-t ‘~5 of Pro-g, set 
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S(F) = IiT ?Z(F(i), -) : ET-+ Set. 
iel 
To define S on morphisms from F to G: J-+ Q, notice that we can write, by using 
the Yoneda Lemma: 
(Setg)OP lim B(F(i), -), li,m %YG(j), -1 
jcJ 
= Set’ lim K?(G(J’), -), Ii@ E?(F(i), -) 
j2l iGI > 
E lim Setg 
j’;; ( 
B’(G(j), -), li,m 6(F(i), -) 
isl > 
E l&n I&r %(F(i), G(j)) = Pro-E?(F, G). 
j6.l icl 
Thus, if f~Pro-B(F,G), then we define S(f) to be the element of (Set’)OP(S(F), 
S(G)) which corresponds to f under the preceding bijection. It is straightforward 
to verify that one gets in this manner a functor S. Moreover, it is obvious that this 
functor is full and faithful. 
Let now @ : f&Set be an arbitrary object of (Setg)OP. It is well known that “every 
functor is a (co)limit of representable functors”. More precisely, if Y: g+ (Set’)OP 
is the Yoneda functor defined by Y(X) = V&X, -), consider the comma category 
(Y I@) and the object FQ of Pro-g given by the projection FQ : (Yl @) + K+‘, which 
sends the object Y(X) + 0 of (Y I@) to X. It is easy to see by invoking the Yoneda 
Lemma that the category (YL @) is small. Then we have [lo, p. 2431: 
@ E l&r (Y 0 F& = I& ‘&‘(F,(i), -) = S(F,). 
ie(Yl@) 
Thus we may conclude by [lo, Theorem 1 on p. 911 that S is an equivalence of 
categories. 0 
Recall that a functor @ : fi+ Set is said to be pro-representable if it is isomorphic 
to S(F) for some object F of GPro-E? [2, p. 1551. 
Corollary 1.2. The restriction of the functor S to GPro-%’ is an equivalence of cate- 
gories between GPro-B and the full subcategory of (Setg)OP whose objects are the 
pro-representable functors. 0 
This result is given on [2, p. 1551, and also on [l, p. 711 for the dual situation of 
the category GInd-Q and ind-representable functors. 
According to [2, Proposition 2.7 on p. 1571 or, again in the dual situation, to 
[l, Theorem 8.3.3 on p. 761, a functor @ is pro-representable if and only if the 
comma category (Y 1 CD) is cofiltered or, equivalently, if the category & described as 
follows is cofiltered: the objects of c?? are all pairs (X, 0, where XE 1 E? and 
<E Q(X); a morphism of & from (X, <) to (X’, <‘) is an arrow f: X+ X’ in E? such 
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that (rpf)< = 5’. If 6 has finite limits, this is equivalent to saying that Q, preserves 
them, 
For any functor K: ?2+ GEJ, where VZ and 9 have small horn-sets, there is an 
induced functor 
Pro-K: Pro-g+ Pro-g, 
defined on objects by Pro-K(F) = KF, and on morphisms 
{@, (Kjj)}. Moreover, Pro-K induces by restriction a functor 
GPro-K: GPro-$5’4 GPro-g. 
by Pro-K{@, (4)) = 
The functor K also gives rise to the left Kan extension along K [lo, p. 2361, 
Lan, : Set’-+ Set”, 
which does exist if VZ is small. 
Theorem 1.3. For any functor K: ‘ST-+ 58, where @? and $21 are small, the diagram of 
categories and functors 
Pro-K 
Pro-Q p Pro4 
s I i s 
(SepyP .s, (SepyP 
where the vertical arrows are the equivalences of categories provided by Theorem 
1.1, is commutative up to a natural isomorphism. 
Proof. If F: I--+ @? is any object of Pro-g, then S(F) = liTi,, @(F(i), -). Let D be 
an arbitrary object of g. To evaluate LanK(S(F)) at D, we invoke the colimit for- 
mula for left Kan extensions [lo, p. 2361, the fact that colimits commute, and the 
Kan extensions of representable functors [lo, Exercise 2 on p. 2361: 
Lan, 15 E’(F(i), -) 
( > 
(0) 
iel 
= lim lim B(F(i), C) 
(KC4&KlD) iz 
z lim lim 
iz (KC- Ds: (K 1 D) 
Q(F(i), C) 
= li,m Lan, B(F(i), -)(D) E li,m G@(KF(i), D). 
iel iel 
But the last term is precisely S(Pro-K(F)) evaluated at D. Furthermore, it is not hard 
to verify that the above bijections of sets are natural in F and D, whence the conclu- 
sion of the theorem follows. 0 
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We conclude this section by exhibiting an example which shows that the present 
definition of a generalized pro-category does not coincide in general with that intro- 
duced in [6]. 
Example 1.4. Let E? be the category described as follows: 
The objects of ‘@? are all the pairs (n, k), where 12 E N and k = 0, 1,2; here N denotes 
the set of all nonnegative integers. 
The morphisms of E? are those indicated in the diagram 
. . . , 
640) - (LO) - GO) - (3,O) - 
together with all their composites, and the identity morphisms for all objects. More- 
over, all the pentagons are assumed to be commutative. 
Let Z be the full subcategory of E whose objects are the pairs (n, k) with IZ E N 
and k = 1,2, and let J be the full subcategory of ‘I?? whose objects are the pairs (n, 0) 
with n E N. Finally, let F: Z-t g and G : J+ CT? be the inclusion functors. 
Then, for each fixedje IJ1, the set li&rjCl E(Fi, Gj) contains only one element. 
For, if j= (n, 0), it is easy to see that each morphism (m, k) + (n, 0), with k= 1 or 
k= 2, represents the same element of li,m;,, E?(Fi, Gj) as the morphism (n, 1) + 
(n,O) does. Thus l@jc, @I;~I @T(Fi, Gj) also contains only one element. 
On the other hand, there are no morphisms from F to G in the generalized pro- 
category defined in [6]. For, suppose such a morphism is represented by a pair 
(@,(&)), where @: jJl + IZI and, f or eachjElJl,J:F@(j)-+G(j), subject tocon- 
dition (0.4) of [6]: for each r: j+ j’ in .Z, there should exist an object in 111 and 
morphisms s : i + Q(j), s’ : i + @(j’) such that 
Then @(O, 0) = (n, k) for some n E N and k = 1 or k = 2, and we get a contradiction 
to this condition by taking r to be the morphism (n + 2,0) + (0,O) in J. For, this 
condition implies the existence of an object i = (m, 1) of Z and of morphisms 
(m, I) + (n + 2,0) and (m, Z) + (n, k) in EY. But the existence of the first morphism im- 
plies that rn?n +2, and there are no morphisms in V? from (m,Z) with m?n +2 to 
(n, k) with k= 1 or k= 2. 
2. A generalization of the Artin-Mazur completion 
Theorem 2.1. For any functor K: B --f 23, where 8 and C@ are small, the functor 
Pro-K has a left adjoint 
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U: Pro-g + Pro-E?. 
Proof. Let Se6 : Set” --t Set” be the functor which assigns to each functor CD : %,+ 
Set the functor @K: E?+ Set. Then, by definition, Lan, is the left adjoint of SetK: 
For each @ E Set” and YE Set”, there is a bijection 
Nat(Lan, Y, @) G Nat(Y, SetK @), 
which is natural in Y and @ [lo, p. 2361. But this is the same as 
(Setg)OP(@, (Lan,)OP Y) E (Setg)oP((SetK)oP@, Y). 
Thus (SetK)OP is a left adjoint of (Lan,)OP, and the conclusion of the theorem now 
follows from Theorem 1.3. 0 
Recall that a functor T: J+ I is called initial if for each i E IZ 1 the comma category 
(Tli) is non-empty and connected [lo, p. 2141. 
The following proposition constitutes then a generalization of the result on 
[2, p. 1551: 
Proposition 2.2. Let F: I+ E?, G : J+ %‘be two objects of Pro-E? and let T: J-Z be 
an initial.functor such that FT= G. Then F and G are isomorphic objects of Pro-g. 
Proof. We proceed exactly as in the proof of [6, Proposition 2.11 to define two 
morphisms in Pro-B 
f = (0, (A)> : F-+ G, g = {w,Wl : G+F 
as follows: 
G(j) = T(j), 4 = 1 : F@(j) -, G(j), .ie IJI. 
Given ie 111, choose s: T(j) --f i by using the fact that T is initial and set 
w(i) =j, g; = F(s) : Gty(i) = FT( j) --f F(i). 
The following facts need to be established: that we do indeed obtain morphisms 
of Pro-E? in this way, that the definition of g does not depend on the choice of s, 
that gf = I,, and that fg = lo. In order to do this, we adapt the proof of [6, Prop- 
osition 2. l] to the present definitions of morphisms of Pro-@? and of the concept of 
initial functor. 
Thus, given r: j-+j’ in J, the commutative diagram 
/ 
F@(j) 1 G(j) 
F(l) 
FNi) I GO9 \ FW) 1 
FW’) - W’) 
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shows that the morphisms G(r) 04 andJ, are in the same connected component of 
the comma category (FL G(j)), and hence that f, as defined, is indeed a morphism 
of Pro-g. 
Next, given q : i + i’ in I, suppose we have chosen s : T(j) + i, s’: T( j’) ---f i’ by 
using the fact that T is initial. The same fact implies that there is a commutative 
diagram in I, 
By applying F, we get a diagram which shows that the morphisms F(q) 0 gi and gi, 
are the same connected component of the comma category (GlF(i’)), and hence 
that g, as defined, is indeed a morphism of Pro-??. 
We next show that the definition of g does not depend on the choice made, given 
i, of s : T(j) + i. For suppose we had chosen instead s’ : T( j’) + i. We again use the 
fact that T is initial to obtain a commutative diagram in I, 
T(j) 2 T(j,) 2 T(j,) 2 . . . 
%-I Tu, 
----- T(j,-,) - T(j') 
“:I& 
i 
By applying F, we get a diagram which shows that the morphisms g = Fs and g’= Fs’ 
are in the same connected component of the comma category (GlF(i)) so that, by 
our new choice, we have merely obtained a different representative of g. In particu- 
lar, if i is in the image of T, we will choose ty(i) to be an object j with T(j) = i, and 
we will choose gi = 1. With this choice it is easy to see that fg = 1,. For, in view of 
our choice of representative of g, and of the composition of morphisms in Pro-g, 
fg is represented by (I,v@, (hj)) where 
w@(j) = j’, for some j’ with T(j’) = T(j), hj = 1. 
By using one more time the fact that T is initial, we may find a commutative 
diagram in I, 
---+ T(j,-d * Vj') 
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By applying F, we get a diagram which shows that the morphisms hj and lccj) are 
in the same connected component of the comma category (G i G(j)), and hence that 
(~0, (hj)) represents lo. 
Finally, we show that gf = 1,. According to the composition of morphisms in 
Pro-g, gf is represented by (@w,(I,)) where 
@w(i) = T(j), for some s : T(j) -+ i in I, li = FS. 
But then application of F to the commutative diagram 
makes it plain that the morphisms li and l,(i) are in the same connected component 
of the comma category (FlF(i)), and hence that (@u/, (li)) represents l,, and the 
proposition is proved. 0 
Next, we wish to give an explicit description for the object function of the left 
adjoint U in Theorem 2.1. To this end, recall [lo, p. 471 that, given functors 
F: I-+ g and K: ?6?-+ g, the comma category (FIK) has as objects all triples (i, C, a) 
withiE1~1,CEI~land~:F(i)-rK(C)in~,andasmorphisms(i,C,a)-r(i’,C’,a’) 
all pairs (r, t) of arrows r : i + i’ in I, t : C + C’ in VZ such that (Y’ 0 Fr = Kt 0 a. Then 
we have 
Proposition 2.3. For any functor K: %‘+ 9, the left adjoint U of Pro-K sends 
each object F: I+ 27 of Pro-g to an object of Pro-g isomorphic to the object 
H: (FLK)--+ @? defined by 
H(i, C, a) = C, H(r, t) = t. 
Proof. Since, according to the proof of Theorem 2.1, the equivalence of categories 
S identifies the functor U with the functor SetK, U(F) is an object L of Pro-g such 
that S(L) is isomorphic to 
SetK(S(F)) = Se6 li$ g(F(i), -) 
( > 
= li$ 9(F(i), K-). 
iEI ieI 
Exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1 .l, such an object L can be obtained as 
follows: 
L: Yll$ GS(F(i),K-) -+ Q 
iel > 
is the projection of the comma category. 
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We define a functor 
T: (FM+ Y 1 li$l LB((F(i), K-) 
iel > 
as follows: 
W, C, a) = (C, u), T(r, t) = t, 
where 
u : Y(C) -+ li,m LB((F(i), K-) 
icl 
corresponds under the Yoneda bijection 
Set’ Y(C), 1% g((F(i), K-) 
( > 
= 1% 97((F(i), K(C)) 
ieI iEl 
to the element of li$,[ LS(F(i),K(C)) represented by a. It is easy to see that 
T is a functor and that LT = H. Furthermore, T is initial. To see this, notice first 
that the functor T is surjective on objects so that, for each object (C, U) of 
(Yll$;,, g((F(i),K-)) the comma category (T1 (C, u)) is non-empty. To show that 
this comma category is connected, consider a diagram in (Y I l$iEl g((F(i), K-)) of 
the form 
Vii, Ci, a,) L (C, u) A T(i,, C,, a2). 
If T(i,, Cp, aJ = (C,, up) (,D = 1,2), this means that we have commutative diagrams 
in Set, 
Y(C) 
I 
u 
\ 
WJ 1% SB((F(i),K-) (p = 1,2). 
ieI 
y(q) 
These, and the commutative diagrams in Set, 
Set’(Y(C,), l&-r g((F(i),K-)) = 1% 95((F(i),K(C,)) 
iEI iEI 
I i 
(P==,v 
Set’(Y(C), 15 g((F(i),K-)) = 1% LB((F(i),K(C)) 
ieI iEI 
where the bijections are the Yoneda maps and the vertical arrows are induced by 
tM : Cp --f C (p = 1,2), imply that the maps K(t,) 0 a, and K(tJ 0 a2 represent the 
same element of li$,, g((F(i),K(C)), namely the one which corresponds to u 
under the Yoneda bijection. According to the well-known description of colimits in 
Set (see e.g. [ll, p. 661, this means that there exists a diagram in I 
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4 
rl r2 r3 - k, c- k2 - -.. = k,_, & k,, rn + I - i2 
and morphisms /?, : F(k,) -+ K(C) in C@ (v = 1, . . . , n) such that the following diagram 
commutes: 
But this shows that Diagram 1 is commutative in (Y 1 I~i,, G#(F(i), K-)). 
W2, C2, a2> ’ Diagram 1. 
This completes the proof that T is initial. Proposition 2.2 now implies that U(F) 
and H are isomorphic objects of Pro-E?. 0 
Remark. A complete explicit description of the functor CT can be obtained by 
adding to the above the behavior of U on morphisms. Thus, one can show that, if 
f = 614 (&)I : F+ G is a morphism in Pro-g, then U(f) = (0, (l)}, where 0 is the 
map from the objects of (G JK) to the objects of (FLK) given by 
W, G, P) = (@(.Z), G, Pfj), P: G(j) -K(C). 
The following result implies the categorical version of the Artin-Mazur com- 
pletion given on [3, p. 951, since, as easily seen, if T: I+ J is initial and Z is co- 
filtered, then J is also cofiltered: 
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Proposition 2.4. For any functor K: 8 + 68, where @T and 9 are small, the left 
adjoint U of Pro-K sends GPro-94 to GPro- EY, provided that, for each D E j CB 1, the 
comma category (D 1 K) is cofiltered. 
Proof. In the light of Proposition 2.3, clearly all that is needed is to show that, if 
for each D E 193 1 the comma category (D 1 K) is cofiltered, then the comma category 
(FL K) is cofiltered, F: I-, g, whenever Z is cofiltered. 
Thus suppose that Z is cofiltered and let (iA, CL, a,J (I = 1,2), be two objects of 
(FL K). Since Z is cofiltered, there exist ie IZj and morphisms s, : i-t iI (,I = 1,2). 
Since (Fi JK) is cofiltered, there exist a : Fi-r KC and tn : C+ C, with Kt* 0 a = 
(xloFsA @=1,2). Thus there exist (sA,tl):(i,C,a)-+(in,CA,aA) (J.=1,2) in (FLK) 
verifying axiom (CF,) for (FlK). 
To verify axiom (CF,) for (FLK), and thus show that (FLK) is cofiltered, sup- 
pose given (r*, tn) : (i, C, a) + (i’, C’, a’) (A = 1,2) in (Fl K) so that 
KtAoa=a’oFrA (L=1,2). 
Since Z is cofiltered, there exists s : iO + i in Z with r, s = rzs. Since (Fi, 1 K) is cofil- 
tered and since the diagrams 
KC 
(YOFS 
/ 
Fi, Ktl 
1 
(/I = 1,2) 
KC’ 
commute, there exist a, : FiO -+ KC0 and u : CO--f C such that tl u = t2 u and Ku 0 a0 = 
a 0 Fs. Thus (s, u) : (io, Co, ao) + (i, C, a) and (rl, t,)(s, u) = (r2, t2)(s, u). q 
Definition 2.5. For each object F of Pro-g, we call Pro-K(U(F)), which we write 
simply as F, the generalized Artin-Mazur completion of F with respect to K: fZ’--+ 8. 
Let E : 1 + (Pro-K) U be the unit of the adjunction of Theorem 2.1. We note that 
the generalized Artin-Mazur completion P is the functor (F 1 K) + $8 given by 
P(i, C, a) = K(C), P(r, t) = K(t), 
and 
&F = {@9 (A)> 9 where j = (i, C, a), @(i, C,(Y) = i, fj = (r. 
In particular, if 1 is the category with one object and one (identity) morphism, 
and if we embed g in Pro-68 by associating with D the functor 1 + ~8 mapping the 
object of 1 to D, then B is just KP,, where PO : (01 K) -+ B is the projection func- 
tor associating C with cr : D-t K(C). Moreover, sD is represented by the family of 
morphisms (Y: D-+ K(C), as (x ranges over the objects of (DlK). 
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Remarks. (a) The Artin-Mazur completion was introduced in [2, Section 31 for the 
case when GB is the category of groups (respectively, of connected pointed CW com- 
plexes) and 8 is a class of groups (respectively, the subcategory consisting of those 
connected pointed CW complexes whose homotopy groups belong to a certain class 
of groups). The categorical version given on [3, p. 951 was used to clarify and justify 
the notion of R-completion introduced in that book. 
(b) If 0 is a subcategory of $8, K: %?- &@I is the inclusion functor, and X is an 
object of g such that (XlK) is cofiltered, then the Artin-Mazur completion of X 
is the %-completion of X in the sense of [14]. 
3. Shape and the pro-category 
Let K: B+ 9 be a functor, where the categories 0 and GB are small. We recall 
from [7] that the shape of K is the category J?’ whose objects are the objects of GB 
and whose morphisms are given by 
9(X, Y) = Set’(G@(Y,K-), Q(X, K-)). 
The composition of morphisms in 9 is the usual composition of natural transforma- 
tions. We also recall from [7] the important remark that a morphism 6’ : D -+ D’ in 
B may be identified with a functor 
O:(D’lK)+(DlK) 
rendering commutative the diagram 
(D’lK) ’ * (D1K) 
where PO is the projection of the comma category given by P,(D + KC) = C. Note 
that our assumptions imply that (01 K) is small for each DE 197 1. 
Our object is to describe a full embedding of gin Pro-B. To this end, let ProK-%? 
be the full subcategory of Pro-B whose objects are the functors PO, DE jgl. We 
can then define as in [6] a functor 
A4: 8-t Pro,-g 
as follows: For each object D of 9, M(D) = PO; for each morphism 8 : D + D’ in 
8as above, M(8) = {@, (A)} : PO -PDT, where Q(j)= W), fj = 1 : P&G)) -&Aj), 
j E I(DlK)I. It is trivial to verify that {Q, (A)} is indeed a morphism of ProK-?Z, 
and that A4 so defined is a functor. 
Theorem 3.1. The functor M: 8+ Pro,-@? is an isomorphism of categories. 
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Proof. One can proceed exactly as in the proof of [6, Theorem 1 .l] to exhibit a 
function N: Pro-K?(P,, PO,) + y(D,D’) such that MN and NM are both identities, 
and one can adapt without difficulty the argument presented there to the present 
definition of morphisms of Pro-E?. 
However, we include a more conceptual line of argument. Thus, notice first that, 
exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 above, for each DE l$Zl, 
L@(D,K-) = li$YoH), 
where Y is the Yoneda functor and 
Ez:(Yl&@((D,K-))+ E? 
is the projection of the comma category. But there plainly exists an ;>.!,morphism 
of categories 
R:(YlGZJ(D,K-))+(DJK) 
which sends (C, Y(C) 2 G@(D, K-)) to (C, D -$K(C)), where u and f correspond 
to each other under the Yoneda bijection 
Set’(FZ(C, -), g(D,K-)) Z a(D,K(C)). 
Furthermore, clearly PO 0 R = H. Thus we can write 
!3(D,K-) = l$l(Yo PO) G 1% LqP,(i),-). 
ic(DlR) 
Finally, this implies, in view of the equivalence of categories S in Theorem 1.1, for 
each D,D’E 19X1: 
L?(D, D’) = Set’( 5B (II’, K-), $27 (0, K-)) 
Z Set’ 
( 
1% GqP,,(i’), -), I&l cqP,(i), -) 
i’E (D’lK) iE(DJR) > 
E Pro-VZ(P,, PO,) = Pro,-g(P,, PO,). 0 
4. Generalized Adams completion and generalized Artin-Mazur completion 
If .& and 93 are two categories and T: d+ 33, W: 53 -+ d are two functors such 
that T is left adjoint to W (abbreviated by Ti W), we know that the triple gener- 
ated by T, W is idempotent if and only if T is rich - and if and only if W is rich 
[7]. Moreover, if _Z is the family of morphisms of d rendered invertible by T 
(equivalently, by WT), then C admits a calculus of left fractions if and only if the 
triple generated by T, W is idempotent, and then WT(X) is the Adams Z-completion 
of X for all XE l&l [5, Corollary 2.101. These remarks enable us to relate the 
Adams Z-completion to the (generalized) Artin-Mazur completion of Section 2. 
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Theorem 4.1. Let K: Q+ 68 be a functor such that Pro-K: Pro-@?+ Pro-g is rich. 
Then, for each FE IPro-@, the (generalized) Artin-Mazur completion &F : F--+p 
with respect to K exists and coincides with the (generalized) Adams Zcomple- 
tion of F, where .Z is the family of morphisms of Pro-9 rendered invertible by 
U: Pro-g + Pro-g?, left adjoint to Pro-K. 0 
We make several remarks relating to this theorem. 
Remarks. (a) The only a priori hypothesis on K which we know to guarantee that 
Pro-K be rich is that K be full and faithful. For it is then easy to see that Pro-K 
is full and faithful. 
Of course, in the special case in which K itself admits a left adjoint L, Pro-K 
admits the left adjoint Pro-L and the triple generated by the adjunction Pro-L-l 
Pro-K will be idempotent if the triple generated by the adjunction L-l K is idem- 
potent. Thus in this case the richness of K implies the richness of Pro-K. 
(b) It follows (e.g. from [4, Theorem 2.91) that, if we know that every object in 
Pro-g admits an Adams Z-completion, then this Z-completion coincides with the 
Artin-Mazur completion. 
(c) The family C may, of course, be characterized without invoking the functor 
U. Then .Z is the family of morphisms f of Pro-g such that Pro-g(f, K(G)) is bijec- 
tive for every G in Pro-E?. To see that this family coincides with that described in 
Theorem 4.1 it is only necessary to invoke the adjunction Ui Pro-K and the 
Yoneda Lemma. 
5. Rigid Artin-Mazur and Sullivan completions 
Let CW denote the category described as follows: the objects are the pointed con- 
nected CW complexes whose underlying sets are elements of a fixed universe V, the 
morphisms are all pointed continuous maps. Let Ho(CW) denote the category 
having the same objects and as morphisms the pointed homotopy classes of pointed 
continuous maps. Let FCW be the full subcategory of CW consisting of those CW 
complexes which have finite homotopy groups, and let Ho(FCW) be the correspon- 
ding full subcategory of Ho(CW). Let K: FCW + CW, R: Ho(FCW) + Ho(CW) be 
the inclusion functors. Finally, Q will denote indiscriminately the canonical functor 
CW --f Ho(CW) or its restriction FCW -+ Ho(FCW). 
Let % be a fixed universe containing the universe Was an element. Then the cate- 
gories CW, FCW, Ho(CW) and Ho(FCW) are small with respect to the universe uz1, 
and we may apply the results of Section 2. 
The Artin-Mazur completion was introduced in [2, Section 31 as a left adjoint 
AM : GPro-Ho(CW) + GPro-Ho(FCW) 
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to the functor 
GPro-K: GPro-Ho(FCW) + GPro-Ho(CW). 
Now, it has been observed [8,9] that it would be desirable to construct a ‘rigid’ 
Artin-Mazur completion, that is, a completion functor which takes values in 
GPro-FCW rather than in GPro-Ho(FCW). In the light of the definition of the 
Artin-Mazur completion, it is tempting to try to define a rigid Artin-Mazur com- 
pletion of an object X of CW by the projection functor 
(XlK)-,FCW. 
Unfortunately, the comma category (XlK) is not cofiltered in general, so that this 
functor does not yield an object of GPro-FCW. One way to avoid this difficulty is 
to adopt the more general definition of pro-category introduced in Section 1. Thus, 
by invoking Definition 2.5, we are led to the following: 
Definition 5.1. For each object F of Pro-CW, the rigid Artin-Mazur completion of 
F is defined to be the generalized Artin-Mazur completion P of F with respect to K. 
The situation with the various completions is summarized by the following 
diagram of categories and functors: 
Pro-K 
Pro-FCW t ’ Pro-CW 
I 
CT 
Pro-Q Pro-Q 
Pro-R 
Pro-Ho(FCW) ‘ 
f i 
Pro-Ho(CW) 
I 
0 
incl. 
I 
incl. 
I 
GPro-R I 
GPro-Ho(FCW) w GPro-Ho(CW) 
Here, U (respectively 0) is the left adjoint to Pro-K (respectively Pro-K), whose 
existence is guaranteed by Theorem 2.1. Furthermore, according to Proposition 2.4, 
the classical Artin-Mazur completion AM coincides with Gu, the restriction of 0 
to GPro-Ho(CW), since the comma category (XlK) is cofiltered for each XE 
(Ho(CW)( [13, p. 391. 
We now examine some properties of the rigid Artin-Mazur completion, which 
show that, in a sense, it ‘lifts’ to Pro-FCW the classical Artin-Mazur completion. 
Theorem 5.2. For each object X of CW, u(Pro-Q)X and Pro-Q(UX) are isomor- 
phic objects of Pro-Ho(FCW). 
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Proof. According to the description of U and 0 given in the comments following 
Definition 2.5, O(Pro-Q)X is the projection 
PQx : (QXJR) + Ho(FCW), 
and Pro-Q(CTX) is the composition 
(XlK) - px FCW 
Q 
- Ho(FCW). 
But there is a commutative diagram of categories and functors 
R 
(Q& pQx 
J 
- Ho(FCW) 
where R sends the object f: X+ V of (XJK) to the object Qf: QA + QV of 
(QXlR). (To simplify the writing, we identify throughout I/E IFCWI and KVE 
ICWI). 
We claim that the functor R is initial. To prove this, note first that R is plainly 
surjective on objects so that, for each object a of (QXlR), the comma category 
(R la) is non-empty. To show that (Rla) is connected, consider a diagram 
in (QXlx). 
Choose maps f,sL in CW such that Qf= a, QSA = oA (A = 1,2). If M(g,) denotes 
the mapping cylinder of gn, there are maps 
hA r,t x - Mk,d - w,, 
such that gA =rAhA, hn is a cofibration, and r, is a homotopy equivalence (A= 1,2). 
Thus M(gJ and WA have isomorphic homotopy groups, and therefore M(gJ is an 
object of FCW (A = 1,2). Moreover, since hA is a cofibration and f- (s,r,)h,, there 
are maps tn : M(gA) + V in CW such that f = tAhA and tn =s,r, (A = 1,2). Using this, 
we can construct Diagram 2, a commutative diagram in (QXlR). This diagram 
shows that (Rla) is connected, thus completing the proof that the functor R is 
initial. 
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Qw, Diagram 2. 
The conclusion of the theorem follows now from Proposition 2.2. 0 
We close this section with a result relating the rigid Artin-Mazur completion and 
the Sullivan profinite completion. 
It is well known that limits do not exist in general in Ho(CW). However, Sullivan 
has shown [12,13] that functors taking values in the full subcategory Ho(FCW) do 
have limits in Ho(CW). More precisely [8, Theorem 6.6 on p. 551, there exists a 
functor, the Sullivan homotopy limit functor, 
holimS” : GPro-Ho(FCW) --t Ho(CW) 
together with a natural transformation 
ho&msu + 1: GPro-Ho(FCW) + GPro-Ho(CW) 
characterized by the property that this natural transformation induces a bijection 
Ho(CW)(X, ho$mS”(F)) + Pro-Ho(CW)(X,F) = l&r Ho(CW)(X,F(i)), 
icl 
for every object X of Ho(CW) and every object F: I+ Ho(FCW) of 
GPro-Ho(FCW). 
Now, if 
E: Ho(CW) + GPro-Ho(CW) 
is the canonical embedding, the Sullivan profinite completion functor Su [12,13] 
can be described as the composition 
Su = ho$mSuo GUo E: Ho(CW) --f Ho(CW). 
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On the other hand, Bousfield and Kan [3] have defined a rigid homotopy limit 
functor hoim; this is a functor 
helm : CW’-+ CW, 
where CW’is the functor category whose objects are functors from any fixed small 
category Z to CW. 
Theorem 5.3. For each object X of CW, Su(QX) and Q(ho&m U(X)) are isomor- 
phic objects of Ho(CW). 
Proof. By definition, 
Su(QX) = hoEms”(GI/(QX)). 
But, since GO is the restriction of I;, 
ho&ms”(GU(QX)) = ho~mS”(~(QX)) = ho>mS”(~(Pro-Q)X). 
Now, by Theorem 5.2, 
ho&ms”( U(Pro-Q)X) E ho&msu(Pro-Q( UX)). 
Finally, by [8, Proposition 6.10 on p. 601, there is a natural isomorphism in 
Ho(CW), 
ho&mS”(Pro-Q(UX)) = Q(ho&m U(X)), 
and the proof is complete. 0 
Remarks. (a) We can replace FCW throughout by the full subcategory of CW 
having as objects those CW complexes whose homotopy groups are finite P-groups, 
where P is an arbitrary family of primes. We thus obtain corresponding results con- 
cerning the Artin-Mazur P-completion and the Sullivan P-profinite completion. 
(b) Hastings defines in [9] generalized pro-spaces as follows: Let Top denote the 
category of pointed spaces and pointed continuous maps. A generalized pro-space 
is a functor X: Z-t Top, where Z is a small category satisfying axiom (CF,) of co- 
filtered categories; moreover, axiom (CF,) is replaced by the following condition 
on the functor X: For every pair of morphisms sI, s2 : i--t i’ in I, there exists a mor- 
phism t : iO + i in Z such that X(t) is a homotopy equalizer of X(s,) and X(s,). 
Morphisms of generalized pro-spaces are defined by the ‘double limit’ formula (2) 
above. He then defines a rigid Artin-Mazur completion as a functor from the cate- 
gory of generalized pro-spaces to itself, by using a comma category construction 
similar to that described above after Definition 2.5. 
Thus the category of generalized pro-spaces is a full subcategory of Pro-Top, and 
it is plausible that Hastings’ rigid Artin-Mazur completion is, up to a natural iso- 
morphism, the restriction to this subcategory of the rigid Artin-Mazur completion 
introduced in Definition 5.1 above. 
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In conclusion, the constructions described in this section provide a rigid version 
of the homotopy-theoretic constructions of Artin, Mazur, and Sullivan. 
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